
Visit TAConnections.com 
or click here for a customized 
plan for how we can transform 
your operations.

6
Eliminate calls to your 
operations center with self-service 
scheduling platforms for hotel
and transportation reservations

9
Passenger information 

10

with automated 
inventory and cashless 
transactions increases 

14
Real-time check-
in, connection, and 
bag information 
with full baggage 
reconciliation

13
Real time load 
instructions and load 
sheets, reducing radio 
chatter and errors

4
Domestic and 
international boarding 
with passport capture, 
and bag tags with 
quick payment options

5
Disruption and 
misconnections 
rebooking, process 
refunds, and generate 
vouchers from 
anywhere without 
touching airport 
infrastructure

1
Real-time availability  
to discounted global  
hotel, transportations, 

2

3
Contactless vouchers 
and automated customer 
communications reduces 
agent lines and improves 
the passenger experience

7
Cost savings on 
discounted hotel rooms 
with access to thousands 
of hotel partners

12
A digital manager that tracks and 
provides updates on the status of 
any phase of craft turnaround

11
A digital turnsheet integrated with 

provide status on arrival, departure, 
and turnaround

 
 

Now arriving: a complete suite
of aviation operations solutions
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TA Disruption Hub

TA Airport

TA Turn 

TA Ramp

TA Crew 

8
Flight operating 
crews with manuals, 
checklists, and all 
required forms

Improves regulatory 
compliance with EU261 
while reducing costs

https://www.taconnections.com/request-info/


TA Disruption Hub  
A single workflow to manage the entire disruption 
process for self-service and airlines staff to improve the 
passenger experience and up to 70% reduce workload 
on customer service staff

TA Inflight 
A digital cabin at your crew’s fingertips, with inflight 
retail and passenger profiles for a personal inflight 
service and increased revenue

TA Crew Hub 
A CMS application that automates crew schedules 
to support hotel and transportation planning, invoice 
reconciliation, and globally negotiated rate programs

TA Airport  
A mobile departure control system that seamlessly 
integrates with check-in, passport checks, baggage 
acceptance, loading, reducing reliance on stationary 
airport kiosks and increasing ancillary revenue

TA Ramp  
A digital ramp operation with real-time data, improves 
communication and mishandled bags

TA Turn  
A fully integrated turnaround solution delivering real 
time transparency into every aircraft turnaround

Solutions that transform aviation operations

Get Connected. Visit TAConnections.com


